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Abstract
Animal models have been extensively used in cancer pathology studies and drug discovery. These models, however, fail to
reflect the complex human tumor microenvironment and do not allow for high-throughput drug screening in more humanlike physiological conditions. Three-dimensional (3D) cancer models present an alternative to automated high-throughput
cancer drug discovery and oncology. In this review, we highlight recent technology innovations in building 3D tumor models
that simulate the complex human tumor microenvironment and responses of patients to treatment. We discussed various
biofabrication technologies, including 3D bioprinting techniques developed for characterizing tumor progression, metastasis,
and response to treatment.
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Introduction
Cancer is one of the most threatening public health problems globally [1, 2]. It is often diagnosed only at late
stages, which not only delays treatment, but also impairs
the oncological research on tumor development [3–5].
Animal models have been widely used in oncological
research. Mice tumor models can often be prepared by
radioactive or chemical activation, or genetic modification
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[6–8]. For instance, a liver tumor model can be developed by injecting dimethylnitrosamine (DMN) into mice
to induce severe liver damage, leading to the development
of liver tumors in the mice [9]. However, a prolonged
induction time, a high death rate, and the randomness of
phenotype and location of the induced tumors lead to lowthroughput and unpredictable outcomes. Xenograft tumor
implantation eases these burdens. However, these models
fail to imitate the complex human tumor microenvironment and do not allow for high-throughput characterization and drug discovery under more human-like physiological conditions. In addition, real-time monitoring of
tumor onset and development can be hard to achieve using
animal models. With advances in tissue engineering, bioprinting, and oncology, it is possible to biofabricate a 3D
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tumor model that can replicate tumor microenvironments
in humans.
Most 3D tumor models are in the form of cancer spheroids [10–12]. Tumor and stromal cells are assembled into
tumor spheroids to create clinically relevant cell–cell and
cell–extracellular matrix (ECM) interactions that mimic
the in vivo human tumor microenvironment [12–14]. By
mimicking this microenvironment, these tumor models
have emerged as an alternative to animal tumor models
for oncology and drug discovery. Over the last two decades, uncontrolled tumor spheroid self-assembly techniques have evolved into more customized and controlled
biofabrication technologies [15–19]. Moreover, more
clinically relevant stromal cells, such as endothelial cells,
immune cells, and fibroblast cells, have been successfully
integrated into biofabricated tumor models, mimicking
in vivo cancer cell organization and interactions [20–23].
These developments are crucial for characterizing tumor
proliferation, metabolism, metastasis, and progression as
well as assessing the responses of cancer cells to treatment. It has been reported that cancer cells cultured in 3D
models show increased resistance to anticancer drugs and
increased metastasis potential [20]. In addition, a hypoxic
environment within tumor spheroids, another important and relevant characteristic of tumors, can be readily
achieved by biofabrication [14]. In this review, we have
focused on the various technologies developed for tumor
model biofabrication.

Mechanical force and surface
patterning‑based tumor model
development

Fig. 1  Hanging drop-based tumor spheroid development. a The hanging drop configuration, reproduced with permission from Ref. [26].
b A schematic diagram of a multiwall hanging drop method for highthroughput tumor spheroid assembly, reproduced with permission

from Ref. [27]. c Collagen fibrils are incorporated into polydimethylsiloxane-based hanging drop array (PDMS-HDA) to promote cell
aggregation, reproduced with permission from Ref. [28]

Hanging drop
Hanging drop utilizes gravity to force cells to converge
into clusters by adding a drop of a cell suspension onto the
inner surface of a nonstick cell culture dish lid, as shown in
Fig. 1a. Culturing the spotted cell suspension on the lid for
an extended period of time, about 10–14 days, results in the
formation of tumor spheroids [24]. This method has been
widely used to build 3D tumor models. For instance, Yip
et al. developed a hetero-spheroid liver cancer model for
testing anticancer drugs using the hanging drop technique
[25].
Using the same technology, Raghavan et al. generated
stable and uniform ovarian cancer spheroids using a novel
hanging drop plate designed for preclinical drug sensitivity analysis [29]. Following these initial studies, Eder et al.
demonstrated a high-throughput hanging drop tumor model
development methodology that enabled development of
prostate cancer spheroids on a 96-well plate, as shown in
Fig. 1b [27]. This improved hanging drop development
technique; tumor model enables characterization of interactions between tumor epithelial and extracellular matrices in
a high-throughput manner.
The materials used for the hanging drop technique have a
profound effect on tumor spheroid development. For a long
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time, the formation of condensed spheroids of pancreatic
ductal adenocarcinoma cells (PDAC) with hanging drop
methods was considered difficult because of the weak aggregation properties of these cells. To overcome this difficulty,
Ware et al. assembled these spheroids by adding methylcellulose to the hanging drop solution, to serve as a thickening
agent [26].
Spheroid formation can also be enhanced by incorporating several biomaterials into a hanging drop solution. For
instance, Kuo et al. incorporated collagen fibrils in a polydimethylsiloxane-based hanging drop array (PDMS-HDA),
which not only promoted the interaction of cell aggregates,
but also expedited tumor spheroid formation (Fig. 1c) [28].
With these materials in the hanging drop, spheroids were
formed within 24 h.
Tumor spheroids can be formed by hanging drop with or
without an extracellular matrix. The size of tumor spheroids
formed by hanging drop can be controlled by altering seeding density or the culture time. The hanging drop technique
is simple and can be high-throughput. But the process is
still time-consuming due to the extra time needed for drop
preparation. In addition, tumor models created by hanging
drop are less complex than natural tumors and they also
are not perfect replicates of in vivo tumor architecture and
environments.

Fig. 2  Micropatterning
processes for tumor model
development. a Release of
cancer spheroids from a thermoresponsive and micropatterned
poly(di(ethylene glycol)methyl
ether methacrylate) (PDEGMA) film, reproduced with
permission from Ref. [34]. b A
two-step micropatterning tumor
model development technique
for studying breast cancer cell
migration, reproduced with
permission from Ref. [35]
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Surface micropatterning
Another tumor model development technique is to micropattern the surface of a substrate. Micropatterned surfaces can
be fabricated by soft lithography [30], which was first developed by Whitesides and colleagues [31]. This technique uses
elastomeric stamps, molds, or conformable photomasks to
micropattern the surface of a substrate [32]. The use of nonadherent elastomeric materials is critical to this technique.
Polyethylene glycol (PEG), a biocompatible and nonadherent material, has been used to create a nonadherent surface
for assembling tumor models [33]. Polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) is another material used in micropatterning by
soft lithography. Jiang et al. prepared a single-component,
thermo-responsive, micropatterned poly(di(ethylene glycol)methyl ether methacrylate) (PDEGMA) film capable of
releasing cell aggregates, i.e., spheroids, by lowering the
temperature of the culture medium from 37 to 22 ℃, as illustrated in Fig. 2a [34].
Micropatterning provides more precise control of the
size and morphology of tumor spheroids by controlling
conditions for cell aggregation. This technique has been
used to build a tumor model to imitate the tumor microenvironment by controlling the structure and stiffness of the
matrix. For instance, Peela et al. generated a tumor model
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by micropatterning to study breast-cancer cell migration
[35]. They developed a novel two-step photolithography
technique to create a highly organized 3D tumor microenvironment that contains two distinct regions differing in
stiffness (Fig. 2b). Using this model, these authors characterized the effect of tumor stiffness on breast-cancer cell
migration.
Compared to the hanging drop technique, surface patterning could potentially be used to create a more sophisticated tumor microenvironment for studying how the
mechanical properties of tumor matrices affect tumor
behaviors and the response of tumors to treatment. However, in its current state of development, surface patterning
is still less effective in creating complex and heterogenic
tumor 3D structures.

Inducing tumor spheroid assembly using
a nonadherent surface
Cancer cells can be forced to aggregate into spheroids by
seeding them onto a nonadherent surface. A nonadherent
surface can be created by coating a surface with nonadherent materials. Cells cultured on a nonadherent surface form
free-floating spheroids [36, 37]. Agar and agarose were the
first two biomaterials tested for generating free-floating
tumor spheroids using this method. In 1971, Dalen et al.
used an agar-coated plate to form L5178Y spheroids [38].
The disadvantage of using these two materials is that their
coated plates can only be stored for several days. To overcome this limitation, poly(2‐hydroxyethyl methacrylate)
(poly‐HEMA) coating has been developed for fabricating
tumor spheroids using a nonadherent surface. Unlike agar
or agarose, poly-HEMA-coated plates can be stored for several months. Nevertheless, poly-HEMA is expensive and the
coating procedure is also time-consuming: it usually requires
several hours to dissolve the polymers and overnight treatment to dry the coated plates [39].
Instead of coating techniques, ultralow (ULA) attachment substrates have been developed for manufacturing
tumor spheroids using a nonadherent surface. Vinci et al.
demonstrated the feasibility of growing cancer cells into
tumor spheroids on a ULA 96-well plate [40]. Using a ULA
plate for tumor model manufacturing is simple and highthroughput. Nevertheless, there are several limitations,
including high cost and difficulty in generating complex
tumor structures.
The size of cancer spheroids formed on a nonadherent
surface can be controlled by varying seeding density and
culture time, as demonstrated by Ma et al. [41], who showed
that the size of tumor spheroids formed on a nonadherent
surface is proportional both to seeding density and culture
time.
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Fabricating tumor spheroids by spinner culture
Spinner culture is another biofabrication technology developed for generating a large number of tumor spheroids in a
more controlled fashion. This technology involves the culture of cancer cells in a spinner flask bioreactor. Continuous
agitation of the culture medium in the bioreactor forces the
cells to form tumor spheroids, as depicted in Fig. 3a. Using
this technology, Pawlik et al. created multicellular hepatoma
spheroids to ascertain amino acid uptake and metabolism in
tumors [42]. This method can be combined with other techniques to construct a more complicated tumor model. For
instance, Brancato et al. created human PDAC microtissues
by coculturing pancreatic cancer cells (PT45) with cancerassociated fibroblasts (CAFs) within gelatin microscaffolds
in a spinner flask [13]. Normal or carcinoma-associated
fibroblasts were mixed with microscaffolds in a spinner flask
to generate stroma-like tissues. Next, PT45 and stroma-like
tissues were cocultured in the spinner flask to form a tumorlike tissue, as shown in Fig. 3a. This method can also be
used to coculture tumor cells with normal tissues to interrogate their interactions. For instance, Helige et al. cocultured
choriocarcinoma cells with human endometrial or decidual
tissues to study trophoblast invasion [43]. A three-step spinner culture method was developed for generating this tumor
model (Fig. 3b). First, rounded tissue fragments and multicellular choriocarcinoma cell spheroids were formed and
transferred onto a petriPERM petri dish with a hydrophobic surface. The spheroids and tissue fragments were then
transferred to a spinner flask for co-culture after connections
between the tissue fragments, and choriocarcinoma spheroids were established.
Moreover, Santo et al. found that the size and morphology
of tumor spheroids can be influenced by seeding density, cell
type, and hydrodynamic conditions in the spinner cultures
(Fig. 3c–3f) [44]. Large spheroids tend to form with a higher
seeding density and lower stirring rate.
While this biofabrication technique has advantages in
producing a large number of tumor spheroids, the cell damage caused by shear stress during agitation could potentially
impair its application in oncological research. Moreover,
size of tumor spheroids formed is hard to control with this
technique.

Microfluidic‑based tumor model
biofabrication
Microfluidic technology offers precise control of small fluid
volumes inside microscale channels. This technology has
been augmented to generate tumor microcapsules by separating cancer-cell suspensions into small droplets under water/
oil surface tension. The encapsulated cancer and/or stromal
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Fig. 3  Spinner cultures
designed for biofabricating
tumor models. a A spinner flask
bioreactor designed for developing a pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma cells (PDAC) model,
reproduced with permission
from Ref. [13]. b Coculture of
human endometrial with decidual tissues in the spinner flask
to form multicellular spheroids
of choriocarcinoma cells, reproduced with permission from
Ref. [43]. c The effect of initial
cell concentration and culturing
time on the diameter of MCF7
spheroids at a 60 r/min stirring
rate. d The effect of stirring
rate on the diameter of MCF7
spheroids with an inoculum of
0.2 × 106 cells/mL within 24 h.
e The effect of stirring rate on
the diameter of H460 spheroids
with an inoculum of 0.2 × 106
cells/mL at day 1–3. f Morphology of H460 spheroids at day 3
with different stirring rate. c–f,
reproduced with permission
from Ref. [44]

cells develop into tumor organoids, allowing for rapid creation of larger numbers of small, uniform tumor spheroids
(< 300 µm) [45, 46]. With this technology, Shintaku et al.
encapsulated mouse erythroleukemia (MEL) cells inside
alginate-hydrogel beads to form cancer spheroids [47]. Alginate is biocompatible and can form a hydrogel after mixing
with calcium chloride, as shown in Fig. 4a. Enclosed cancer
cells retain their ability to proliferate and function after gelation, as the gentle gelation does not require heat or treatment
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with acids or alkali. In addition, the tumor models biofabricated by this method have smaller, more uniform diameter,
compared to self-assembled cancer spheroids prepared with
hanging drop or nonadherent surface approaches.
Various biomaterials have been tested for microfluidic tumor model biofabrication, including gelatin, collagen, gelatin methacryloyl (GelMA) [48], and PEG-DA
(poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate) [49]. Unlike alginate,
these biomaterials are derived from animal collagen,
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Fig. 4  Microfluidic oil–water phase processes designed for biofabricating tumor models. a Alginate-CaCl2-based hydrogel beads production process, reproduced with permission from Ref. [47]. b The

providing better cell adhesion and mechanical properties [49]. Crosslinking of these biomaterials into hydrogel
beads can be achieved by adding a photo-initiator such as
2-hydroxy-1-(4-(2-hydroxyethoxy)phenyl)-2-methyl-1-propanone (Irgacure 2959) [50, 51] or lithium acylphosphinate
salt (LAP) to the solution [52]. Photo-initiators can be activated by UV (about 265 nm wavelength) irradiation that
catalyzes the cross-linking rapidly, in approximately 30 min
for Irgacure 2959 and 30 s for LAP.
Collagen-based hydrogels are digestible by proteases,
facilitating reorganization of the cell microenvironment
through extracellular matrix secreted from cells [51]. In
addition, microfluidic devices can be employed to produce
more complicated tumor organoid structures, such as multilayer capsules. In a recent study, Alessandri et al. designed a
multichannel coaxial extruder that allows different materials
to flow in parallel after extrusion, as shown in Fig. 5a and
5b [53]. Materials in the coaxial tips, going from the innermost to outermost regions, are: cell suspension, extracellular
matrix, and alginate hydrogel, respectively.
Spontaneous instability of multilayer materials leads to
merger of the outside materials to form shells covering the
inner contents. This method can be applied to generate submillimetric spheres with a soft cell-containing extracellular
matrix core and a rigid alginate shell that surrounds the core
to protect the structure of the beads. This technique resolves
the dilemma that cells need soft hydrogels to survive, while
the scaffolds need high mechanical strength to maintain their
structure.
The multilayer extrusion technique has numerous applications to tumor model biofabrication, as cancer cells always
interact with different stromal cells in a high order of spatial
complexity. For instance, PDACs are always surrounded by
cancer-associated fibroblasts, macrophages, regulatory T
cells, and other stromal cells [21]. The multilayer capsules
in which PDACs are enveloped by these cells will accurately
replicate the in vivo pancreatic tumor microenvironment.
This biofabrication technology enables the combination
of two distinct biomaterials to form a more sophisticated
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photo-initiator-based hydrogel beads production process, reproduced
with permission from Ref. [16]

Fig. 5  Production of multilayer hydrogel-beads via coaxial extrusion.
a Instrument setup. b Optical image of side view of multichannel
extruder tips. c Schematic diagram showing the components assembled in the hydrogel-beads, reproduced with permission from Ref.
[53]

cancer-organoid structure, enabling a post-gelation control.
For instance, plasmonic gold nanorods can be integrated into
shell materials to form thermal trigger-releasing capsules
[22]. In this fashion, poly(lactic-co-glycolic) acid-containing
plasmonic gold nanorod-encapsulated growth factors can be
incorporated into a gelatin methacrylate core. Laser irradiation of the capsules heats the plasmonic gold nanorods
and breaks the shell materials to release growth factors into
surrounding areas from the core. This technique permits
temporospatial control of the gradient of growth factors in
the tumor models. It is, therefore, ideal for studying cancer
cell migration.
Microfluidic techniques can also be utilized for biofabricating a tumor-on-a-chip. Tumor-on-a-chip is a
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microfluidic device that can precisely control the flow
of small volumes of cell culture medium continuously
through microchannels that connect tumor spheroids or
organoids with their interacting tissues or organs such as
lymph nodes [54–57]. For most cancer cells, cellular physiological events such as immune responses, cell invasion,
and cell migration are highly dependent upon a vascular
system. Thus, a tumor-on-a-chip enables investigations of
crosstalk between tumors and their supporting or targeting tissues or organs. For instance, Shim et al. assembled
an ex vivo tumor-on-a-chip consisting of tumor tissues
and lymph nodes, as shown in Fig. 6a and 6b. [58]. Using

this chip, they characterized lymph node tissue-induced
immunosuppression in tumors. In another study, Chen
et al. designed a system that forms self-organized human
microvascular networks within 4–5 days, following the
perfusion of a tumor cell suspension into an extravasation
[57]. Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs)
seeded onto the chip elongated and formed vacuoles,
inducing the self-assembly of microvascular networks
that allow tumor cells to pass through them under perfusion (Fig. 6c and 6d). With this technique, the researchers
tracked the extravasation of tumor cells on a single-cell

Fig. 6  Microfluidic-based tumor-on-a-chip biofabrication. a, b A
schematic diagram of tumor tissues and lymph nodes co-culture systems, reproduced with permission from Ref. [58]. c, d Tumor-on-achip with perusable self-assembly vascular systems, reproduced with
permission from Ref. [57]. e Micrographs of tumor cell extravasation
from the microvasculature and subsequently undergoing cell division
over 24 h, reproduced with permission from Ref. [57]. f A schematic
diagram of a microfluidic system that separates tumor cells and cul-

ture medium with a layer of endothelial cells, reproduced with permission from Ref. [54]. g Fluorescent micrographs of diffusion that
forms a gradient of drug reagents inside the chip, reproduced with
permission from Ref. [54]. h Optical images of microfluidic arrays
with multiple chambers in one line and multiple lines in one chip,
reproduced with permission from Ref. [59]. i A schematic diagram to
indicate the microfluidic-based enzymatic method for cell recovery,
reproduced with permission from Ref. [60]
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level and determined the kinetics by high-resolution imaging (Fig. 6e).
This technique can also be used for drug discovery. Carvalho et al. characterized the effect of gemcitabine on colorectal tumor cells using a tumor-on-a-chip system [54]. This
system produces well-controlled gradients of drugs in the
fluid and allows the diffusion through human colonic microvascular endothelial cells (Fig. 6f and 6g). Efforts have also
been made to improve throughput and cell recovery of the
microfluid chips [59, 60]. Using PDMS-based soft lithography, a microfluidic array capable of testing multiple doses
in quadruplet of target compounds has been fabricated, as
illustrated in Fig. 6h. Through a collagenase-based enzymatic method and microfluidic device, the cells seeded onto
a 3D scaffold can be readily harvested with less damage for
additional assays such as qPCR or flow cytometry (Fig. 6i).
All these designs are critical for increasing the throughput
of cancer model chips.
While the microfluidic biofabrication technique allows a
precise control of small volume fluids to generate hydrogel
beads with a multiple layer structure, the spatial complexity of tumor models built with this technique still remains
limited. Tumor-on-a-chip is a considerable advance in tumor
modeling. The standardization of tumor-on-a-chip design
and fabrication remains challenging: data acquired from
these tests are usually hard to compare among different
laboratories. Maintenance of microtissues during extended
cultures on the chip is another challenge. In addition, the
development of a cell-culture medium that can meet nutrient
needs for all microtissues grown on the chip is still a difficult
task. To address these challenges, tumor-on-a-chip represents a revolutionary tumor-modeling technique amenable
to simulating interorgan crosstalk between tumors and their
surrounding or targeting tissues and organs. This ability is
of paramount importance for drug discovery and oncological research.

Bioprinting
3D bioprinting is one of the bioadditive manufacturing technologies that have been developed for biofabricating tissue
constructs. With programmed robotic control, 3D bioprinting offers accurate deposition of cells and biomaterials in a
layer-by-layer fashion to build a complex 3D tissue structure, enabling the design and manufacturing of tumor organoids similar to in vivo tumors [61–63]. Various bioprinting
modalities, including stereolithography, inkjet bioprinting,
laser-assisted bioprinting, extrusion-based bioprinting, and
electrospinning-based bioprinting, have been developed and
applied to tumor model biofabrication, as summarized in
Table 1.
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Applying bioprinting to biofabricate tumor models provides unprecedented advantages. Many natural biomaterials,
such as decellularized extracellular matrices, can be used
for creating biomimetic and extracellular matrix-like niches
with desired mechanical and morphological characteristics
for growth of tumor cells [62, 63, 78]. Furthermore, multiple types of cells and tissues can be assembled into cancer
organoids to form a complex tumor structure within a scaffold [78, 79].
Tumor-model bioprinting involves several elements,
including bioink, cross-linking, and deposition. Bioink can
be formed with or without cells. A biomaterial used for constituting a bioink should have excellent shear thinning rheological properties for fluidic deposition, adequate gelation or
cross-linking properties for tissue patterning, and biocompatibility to keep cells alive and functioning during and after
printing. Both natural and synthetic biomaterials, including
decellularized extracellular matrix, fibrin, hyaluronic acid,
collagen, elastin, Matrigel, gelatin, chitosan, alginate, pullulan, poly(lactic acid) (PLA), poly(glycolic acid) (PGA),
poly(lactic acid-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA), poly(ethylene
glycol) (PEG), and poly(caprolactone) (PCL), have been
examined for composing bioinks for 3D tumor printing.
Bioinks without cells are used to print acellular scaffolds.
For acellular scaffolds, cells can be seeded into the scaffolds
after printing [80]. Viscosity, modulus of elasticity, yield
strength, reactivity, and degradation of bioinks are critical
to generating a desired tumor model [79, 81].

Acellular tumor model bioprinting
Cells are usually vulnerable to stresses such as shear stress,
high temperature, or high pressure applied during bioprinting. High temperature or pressure might, however, be necessary for constructing more complicated structures such as a
lumen structure orvasculature network within printed tumor
organoids. Moreover, the use of toxic solvents or cross-linking reagents might be required for printing high-resolution
scaffolds [79, 82, 83]. In these cases, the printing of acellular
scaffolds is preferred. Cells can be seeded into the scaffolds
after printing.
Zhu et al. printed a biomimetic bone structure for investigating metastasis and invasion of breast cancers into
bone tissues (Fig. 7a) [84]. These investigators studied
the metastasis of MDA-MB-231 and MCF-7 breast cancer
cells in bone matrices printed using a bioink consisting of
hydroxyapatite nanoparticles suspended in PEG-diacrylate
(PEGDA) hydrogel, as shown in Fig. 7b. Cells were seeded
onto the matrices after printing due to a long cross-linking
process to form a scaffold after printing.
While printing an acellular scaffold enables the use of
widely available biomaterials for creating a desired anatomical tumor structure, seeding cells onto the scaffold
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Precise patterning of multiple cell types into
a tumor model

Inkjet bioprinting

Advantage

-Simple
-Low cost
-Droplet extrusion
-High cell viability
Laser-assisted bioprinting
Precise control of spatial patterning of tumor -Suitable for bioink with a wide range of
organoids
viscosities
-High cell viability
-Able to print multiple layers in one droplet
-High cell density
Extrusion-based bioprinting
Precise layer by layer printing of multiple
materials along with multiple cells includ- -Continuous printing with a high viscosity
bioink.
ing cancer cells and their surrounding cells
-Enables multi-material printing and complex spatial structure
Stereolithography
High fidelity of tumor structures that repre- -High resolution
sent the complex tumor micro-environment -High cell viability
including purfusable vasculatures, nerve
conduits, etc
Electrospinning-based bioprinting Incorporating micro/nanostructured biomate- -High resolution
rials into printed tumor models
-Complex 3D tumor structure

Tumor model

Printing modality

Table 1  Various bioprinting technologies developed for tumor model biofabrication

[64–66]

[67–69]

[70–72]

[17, 64] [73–75]

-Discontinuous printing
-Low cell density
-High cost
-Complex
-Low cell density
-Low resolution
-Low cell viability

-Sophisticated
-Limited choice of cross-linkers and bioinks
-Waste of cells and materials after printing

[17, 64] [76, 77]
-Complex
-High cost
-Impossible to use a cell-laden bioink during
printing

Reference

Disadvantage
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Fig. 7  Bioprinted metastasis
tumor models. a 3D bioprinting of a metastasis breast
cancer model, reproduced with
permission from Ref. [84].
b Confocal images of MDAMB-231 cells on 3D-bioprinted
bone matrices, stained for phalloidin (red) and nuclei (blue),
reproduced with permission
from Ref. [84]

after printing is a challenge. Cells seeded onto the surface
of a scaffold usually experience a more 2D-like microenvironment. Another challenge is the biological activity of
the biomaterials used for printing. Many biomaterials have
excellent shear-thinning properties but poor biological activity. They are inert to cells and cells attach poorly to these
biomaterials. To improve cell attachment, adhesion molecules can be coated on the surface of these biomaterials.
For instance, polydopamine (PDA) can be coated onto the
surface of poly (lactic acid) (PLA) scaffolds to promote type
I collagen immobilization on the scaffold, thereby increasing

osteoinductivity of 3D printed PLA scaffolds [81]. RGD
peptide conjugation can also improve cell attachment on
the printed scaffolds [85, 86].

Tumor model bioprinting
A sophisticated tumor model can be bioprinted using a
bioink encompassing both cancer and stromal cells. These
printed tumor models replicate the complexity of tumor
anatomical structures by re-establishing physiological cell
communication, including cell–cell and cell–extracellular
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Fig. 8  A 3D bioprinted tumor model. a, b A schematic diagram of
the 3D HeLa cells/hydrogel printing process, and an optical image
of the scaffold after printing, reproduced with permission from Ref.
[70]. c, d Laser-assisted 3D bioprinting, and fluorescent micrographs

of spheroids, reproduced with permission from Ref. [67]. e, f A schematic diagram of a central cancer pocket surrounded by a stromal cell
matrix, and H&E-stained 3D tumor tissue formed one day after printing, reproduced with permission from Ref. [87]

matrix interactions [22]. For instance, a bioink containing 10% gelatin, 1% sodium alginate, 2% fibrinogen, and
HeLa cells can be used to construct cancer organoids by
layer-by-layer printing (Fig. 8a and 8b) [70]. Cancer cells
printed within these hydrogels showed a higher proliferation rate and high matrix-metalloproteinase protein expression. Laser-assisted bioprinting generates bioink droplets
through focused lasers with precise location and size control [67–69]. The Corr group designed a laser-assisted 3D
bioprinting technique to generate core–shell microcapsules
(Fig. 8c and 8d) [67]; they were able to generate microcapsules with controlled size by controlling beam size and laser
energy. While the laser-printing technique enables the printing of a core-shelled structure, it is less effective in printing
multiple biomaterials in order to create a heterogenic tumor
microenvironment.
Bioprinting enables the creation of multicellular tumor
constructs with the desired tumor heterogeneity and anatomy
by depositing cancer cells along with interacting stromal

cells such as endothelial cells and immune cells in a more
controlled and orderly fashion. The creation of these complicated anatomical tumor structures improves the overall
biological relevance of tumor models. Langer et al. used
a continuous deposition technology coupled with multiple
deposition heads to print stromal and cancer cells into a
complex tumor tissue structure similar to an in vivo tumor
structure (Fig. 8e) [87]. In this model, the biomaterial containing cancer cells was in the center surrounded by stromal
cells with desired positions and ratios. Unlike hydrogels
made through coaxial nozzle-based microfluidic processes,
this process enables establishment of tumor models with
higher volume to include more cells in the model, and a multicore structure to mimic human tumor tissues in vivo [88].
In order to achieve the desired physicochemical and/or
mechanical properties, a mixture of different biomaterials
can be incorporated into a bioink. For instance, hyaluronic
acid can be blended with type I collagen to improve the
printability of the collagen by elevating its viscosity and
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gelation ability [89]. GelMA can be mixed with PEGDA to
create tumor angiogenesis models with microvasculature
in a pattern [90]. On the other hand, some biocompatible
materials can be temporally added to a bioink to increase
the printability of the bioink. For example, Freeman et al.
blended heat-treated gelatin with fibrinogen and turned
unprintable fibrinogen into a printable biomaterial [91].
These improvements in the mixture of biomaterials expand
the choice of bioinks and enhance the resolution of 3D
bioprinting.
Nevertheless, 3D bioprinting is still limited by printing
resolution determined by physical and mechanical conditions. The resolution of extrusion-based 3D bioprinting is
limited by the diameter of the nozzle, which can vary from a
few micrometers to millimeters [92]. Cell-laden bioinks are
also fragile, and vulnerable to temperature and shear stress.
The blended cells will affect the printability of the bioinks
[91]. Thus, formulation of adequate varieties of bioinks for
tumor model printing is critical. The low throughput of 3D
bioprinting is another challenge to its ability to create more
heterogeneous tumor structures.

Challenges in tumor model biofabrication
The biofabrication of tumor models has advanced the field of
oncology and has led to the discovery of numerous anticancer drugs. These tumor models possess improved complexity
and heterogeneity that replicate in vivo tumor structure and
the tumor microenvironment. It is expected that these models can be used to replace animal models for drug screening
and validation. While 3D bioprinting offers a better solution
for creating more complicated anatomical structures needed
in tumor models, incorporation of perfusable vasculature
and/or immune networks into the tumor models by bioprinting remains a challenge. The incorporation of nervous systems or creation of innervated tumor models is another challenge. More printable bioinks need to be formulated in order
to construct these tumor structures. Increased throughput of
3D bioprinting will eventually make 3D printing technology
available for high-throughput tumor model biofabrication.
While microfluidic biofabrication can be high-throughput, the complexity of tumor models built using this technology is limited. Use of coaxial microfluidic channels can
potentially allow for creation of multilayer hydrogel-beads
that increase the complexity of the tumor models. In general, heterogeneity of these tumor models is relatively low,
as compared to 3D-bioprinted tumor models. As the ability to fabricate high-throughput tumor models is pivotal
to drug discovery, a combination of several biofabrication
techniques might be needed to achieve its high-throughputpotential. More studies are needed to meet this requirement.
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3D tumor models can be used for personalized cancer
medicine. Personalized tumor models replicating the same
characteristics as the original tumor of the patient is highly
desired. First, personalized tumor models are considered
more accurate predictors of the efficacy of different treatment methods. These models also have great potential in
gene–drug correlation studies and preclinical screening of
anticancer drugs. For instance, Parlato et al. generated a
microfluidic 3D model for determining the effectiveness of
immunotherapy by tracking the behavior of human dendritic
cells toward tumor cells [93]. Combining this microfluidic
3D model with patient-derived tumor organoids could offer
better predictive capability of immunotherapy protocols. It is
thus hoped that greater numbers and types of human tumorlike tumor models can be created by integrating several tissue biofabrication techniques.
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